Skeletal trauma is common in abuse. 1 Both the initial skeletal survey (SS1) and the follow-up skeletal survey (SS2) are recognized as essential elements in the medical evaluation of abuse in young children. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the American College of Radiology (ACR) consider SS1 the standard of care for the medical evaluation of suspected physical abuse in children ,24 months of age. SS2 is recommended ∼2 weeks after SS1when abnormal or equivocal findings are present on SS1 and when abuse is suspected on clinical grounds. 2, 3 SS2 may identify occult fractures present at the time of the initial evaluation but not visible until some callus has formed. SS2 may also clarify equivocal findings on the initial study and help with approximate dating of fractures. 4, 5 The yield of SS2 may be defined as the rate at which SS2 adds information to that available from SS1. Different authors may consider added information as newly identified fractures, clarification of questioned fractures on SS1 as fractures or not fractures, information about fracture age, or some combination of these factors. Previous research suggests that the yield of SS2 ranges between 14% and 61%. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] When SS2 has a positive yield, the new information affects the abuse-related diagnosis by increasing certainty, decreasing certainty, or reversing the diagnosis in 14% to 41% of cases. [5] [6] [7] [8] These features make SS2 important in the accurate medical evaluation and diagnosis of abuse. They also make SS2 important in the complete documentation of all injuries when the diagnosis of abuse has been made. The complete documentation of injuries has been shown to be helpful in better establishing the medical diagnosis of child abuse, the protection of children, and the legal prosecution of child abuse cases. 10 Although imaging studies are central to the evaluation of child abuse, concern about the use of radiation in children has increased in the past several years. The Society for Pediatric Radiology supports a linear, no-threshold model as the best way to estimate the risk of radiation exposure. This model states that no level of radiation exposure is without consequence. 11 The ALARA concept (as low as reasonably achievable) addresses these concerns as a philosophy of radiation-dose management. 12 In 2009, our center published a study that suggested that the spine and pelvis views could be omitted from SS2 without loss of information when no spine or pelvis findings (fractures or questioned fractures) were present on SS1. 6 Removing routine spine and pelvis views from SS2 not only eliminates the highest single radiation dose views from the study but also decreases radiation to the thymus, thyroid, and gonads, which are particularly sensitive to radiation. This is in keeping with the ALARA concept while maintaining the goals of accurate diagnosis and complete documentation of injuries.
Ourobjective in the present study was to determine if a large multicenter study would support the results of our previous single-center study. 6 Our hypothesis was that there would be no clinically significant difference in results from a limited view SS2 protocol that omits the spine and pelvis views (when no spine or pelvis fractures or questioned fractures are present on SS1) compared with a traditional SS2 protocol for radiographic evaluation of suspected physical abuse.
METHODS
This study was a retrospective trial based on record review involving 5 child protection teams. Each center obtained approval from their respective institutional review board. Consecutive child protection team consultations for possible physical abuse were reviewed to identify subjects ,24 months of age (eligible subjects). Study subjects were those eligible subjects with both an SS1 and a traditional SS2 performed from 10 to 42 days later at the same institution.
The study included cases that were evaluated from 1999 through 2009. All centers performed SS1 and traditional SS2 according to published ACR standards during the study period. The studies were interpreted by pediatric radiologists at each institution. The total study population included 97 cases from the 2009 study. 6 The data from that study were recollected based on the present study' s protocol.
We defined the limited view follow-up skeletal survey protocol as an SS2 with the same views as the traditional SS2, 13 without spine and pelvis views, unless there are definite or questioned spine or pelvis fractures on the SS1. The spine or pelvis views are included in the limited view SS2 in that situation (Table 1) .
Definite fractures were those findings on SS1 about which the radiologist could make a definitive diagnosis of fracture. Questioned fractures were those findings on SS1 about which the radiologist raised the possibility that the finding was a fracture but could not make a definitive diagnosis. Newly identified fractures were findings seen only on SS2. By definition, these newly identified fractures were not referenced in the radiology report for SS1, including as a questioned fracture. If a new questioned spine or pelvis fracture was identified only on SS2, it was included as a newly identified fracture in this study to be as conservative as possible with regard to the study question.
Investigators at each institution reviewed radiology reports for each study subject. Definite fractures and questioned fractures were listed for each SS1. Newly identified factures and the follow-up information about questioned ARTICLE PEDIATRICS Volume 134, Number 2, August 2014fractures on SS1 were listed for each SS2. This information was used to determine when SS2 added information to that obtained on SS1. Added information for SS2 was defined as: (1) newly identified fractures; (2) questioned fractures on SS1 confirmed as fractures; or (3) questioned fractures on SS1 determined not to be an injury.
When newly identified spine or pelvis fractures were present on SS2, the SS1 radiology report was reviewed to determine if there had been any spine or pelvis findings on SS1. In addition, radiographs were reviewed with pediatric radiologists at each center to determine on which views of SS2 the newly identified fractures could be seen, and if the newly identified fractures could be seen in retrospect on SS1. Notes from child protection team consultations were reviewed for all cases with newly identified spine or pelvis fractures on SS2 to determine if the newly identified fractures had changed the abuse-related diagnosis in any way. This determination was made by the child abuse pediatrician involved in the study at each site.
The outcome of interest was any newly identified spine or pelvis fractures seen on the traditional SS2 that would have been missed with the limited view SS2
protocol. "Missed" newly identified fractures could not be accompanied by any other definite spine or pelvis fractures or questioned fractures on SS1 and could not be seen on any of the views routinely included in the limited view SS2. Secondary outcomes included changes in abuse-related diagnoses associated with findings that would have been missed with the limited view SS2 protocol.
Due to the ethical and clinical significance of missing a diagnosis of child abuse based on a more limited medical evaluation, we sought a sample size of 598 study subjects to establish a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 99.5% to 100.0% (1-sided) based on the hypothesis that we would identify no failures of the limited view SS2. Stata version 12 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX) was used for descriptive analysis of all data.
RESULTS
The 5 centers involved in this study identified 1963 eligible subjects. Of these, 534 study subjects (27.2%) were identified (Fig 1) . Although smaller than initially planned, the study sample would provide a 95% CI that was .99.4% if no protocol failures were identified. The mean age of the study subjects was 5.4 months, and the median age was 4 months. The SS2 added information in 207 (38.8%) of 534 cases.
The number of subjects with spine fractures was 14 (2.6% [95% CI: 1.4-4.4]) of 534, for a total of 26 spine fractures. For the purposes of this count, "spine fracture" was defined as definite spine fractures on SS1, questioned spine fractures on SS1 confirmed as fractures on SS2, and newly identified spine fractures on SS2. In 5 of the 14 subjects with spine fractures (5 of 534 [0.9%]; 95% CI: 0.3-2.2), these were newly identified spine fractures, seen only on SS2, for a total of 8 fractures. The 14 subjects with spine fractures had a median of 3 other fractures (interquartile range [IQR]: 3-15). Subjects without spine fractures had a median of 1 fracture (IQR: 0-4).
In 2 of the 5 subjects with newly identified spine fractures on SS2 (Table 2) , there were also other spine findings on SS1 (spine fractures or questioned spine fractures in other locations). In 2 of the remaining 3 subjects, the newly identified spine fractures were seen on the anterioposterior chest view of SS2. The final subject did not meet either of these 2 conditions (1 of 534 [0.2%]; 95% CI: ,0.005-1.0) ( Table 2 , subject 5). The newly identified spine fractures did not change the abuse-related diagnosis in any of the 5 subjects.
Pelvis fractures were identified in 2 (0.4%) of 534 subjects (95% CI: 0.05-1.3), for a total of 2 fractures. These were both identified on SS1. No pelvis fractures were identified on SS2 that were not identified on SS1 (95% CI: 0-0.7). Subjects with pelvis fractures had a median of 7.5 other fractures (IQR: 2-13). Subjects without pelvis fractures had a median of 1 fracture (IQR: 0-4).
DISCUSSION
In this study, 5 subjects had newly identified spine fractures seen only on Hands ( SS2. The limited view SS2 protocol would identify these fractures in 4 of these subjects. Two subjects had other spine findings on SS1, and the spine views would therefore have been included in the limited view SS2. In the 2 other subjects, the newly identified spine fractures were visible on the anterioposterior chest view, which is always included in the limited view SS2. One newly identified spine fracture in 1 subject (Table 2 , subject 5) would have been missed by using the limited view SS2 protocol, without changing the abuse-related diagnosis. This finding was a questioned spine fracture included in the data to be as conservative as possible in addressing the study question, and the area in question was seen on SS1 in retrospect. This subject had other clear evidence of abuse and also had multiple congenital spine anomalies.
These data demonstrate that the limited view SS2 will rarely miss spine and pelvis fractures that would have been identified on a traditional view SS2. This large multicenter study supports both the results of our earlier study 6 and our hypothesis that there is no clinically significant difference in results from a limited view SS2 protocol versus a traditional view SS2 protocol for radiographic evaluation of suspected physical abuse.
The ALARA concept challenges physicians to use the lowest radiation exposure possible to answer the question addressed by the radiologic study. The limited view SS2 protocol is compelling and of clinical significance because it meets this challenge via elimination of routine spine and pelvis views, thus decreasing radiation to organs that are particularly radiosensitive, without significant change in sensitivity from the traditional SS2. We estimated that the limited view SS2 reduces radiation by ∼90%, compared with the traditional SS2 (Table 3 ). 14 The benefits of less discomfort, less time spent in the radiology department for the child, and potential cost savings must also be considered.
Although spine and pelvis fractures are not common in abuse cases, and are rarely missed by the limited view SS2, they do have the potential to enhance child abuse cases as additional injuries, with mechanisms different from other fractures. Centers must balance the advantages to patients offered by the limited view SS2 with this potential impact on the overall outcome of cases.
Our results suggest a need for thoughtful discussion and research surrounding the role of newer modes of radiographic imaging in selected cases. 18 F PET bone scan and computed tomography (CT) scans are not the standard of care for fracture identification in child abuse, and both studies involve more radiation exposure than the skeletal survey. One subject in our study had a pelvis fracture not identified on either SS1 or SS2, but identified on 18 F PET bone scan and CT scan. In 2 of our subjects with newly identified spine fractures on SS2, these fractures were identified after 18 F PET bone scan had already identified them. Our cases suggest that SS2 may not be the radiographic study of choice for identifying spine and pelvis fractures. Further research is needed to determine if the benefits of 18 F PET bone scan and CT studies outweigh the radiation risks when information about spine and pelvis fractures is deemed critical to case outcome or to explain persistent clinical signs or symptoms.
SS2 is performed primarily to identify callus. The skull, which is primarily membranous bone, is not expected to show new findings in the time frame in which SS2 is performed, 3, 5 and skull films are not part of the recommended traditional SS2 protocol. 3 Similar reasoning can be applied to the pelvis and spine. The pelvis is a membranous, noncallus-forming bone. The spine is an endochondral bone, but radiologists have long noted that the vertebrae do not develop callus in the manner of other endochondral bones.
The small number of subjects with spine and pelvis fractures in this study is comparable to that found in previous studies. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] The small number of these fractures, and their frequent association with other evidence allowing the diagnosis of abuse, has triggered a suggestion that spine and pelvis views be omitted from SS1. 24, 26 Others have opposed this viewpoint for spine fractures, 25, 27, 28 making the argument that there is high specificity for abuse when occult spine fractures are discovered, and that spine fractures, while uncommon, are not rare. The low initial prevalence of spine and pelvis fractures on both SS1 and SS2 supports decreasing repeated exposure by eliminating these views from SS2. Retaining them on SS1 allows a balance between complete evaluation and documentation and the ALARA concept.
Others have suggested eliminating hand views from SS2 when these views are normal on SS1. 9 Hand and foot fractures are anatomically and mechanistically similar and may be considered together. Our study found 10 (1.9%) of 534 subjects had these fractures. Despite this low yield, the inclusion of these views in SS2 may achieve the best balance between the ALARA concept and the need for complete injury documentation, given the high specificity for abuse of these fractures and their relatively low required radiation dose.
At the time of this writing, 7 studies have been published with regard to SS2. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 29 Although of different design, and occurring in different time periods (some involving screen-film and others computed or digital radiography), all have supported the utility of SS2 in the evaluation of child abuse. Our study also demonstrates this utility, and our yield of 38.8% is comparable to the yield demonstrated in previous studies (14%-61%). [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The variation in yield between studies is explained in part by the authors' different consideration of added information. For example, the study by Singh et al, 8 with an SS2 yield of 14%, did not consider added information to include subjects in which fractures questioned on SS1 were excluded as fractures on SS2. We included these as added information in our study because these data may affect the abuse-related diagnosis. 5, 7 The AAP guidelines for obtaining SS2 leave some room for interpretation, and child abuse pediatricians may vary in their practice as to which cases receive an SS2 and in the effort made in each case to ensure that the study is obtained. These variations in practice could contribute to the variation in SS2 yield among studies.
In this study, SS2 was obtained in 27.2% of eligible subjects. This finding is comparable to the rate found in other studies (11.5%-65%). 4-8 Subjects may not have had an SS2 available for study purposes due to loss to follow-up, obtaining the study at another hospital or in another state, death before the time when SS2 should be obtained, identification of a medical cause that explains the physical findings, or due to practice variations as described earlier.
The present study had limitations. It was observational and retrospective. Child abuse centers may interpret guidelines for obtaining SS2 differently. This study was based on record review and did not include independent review of radiographs except when there were newly identified spine or pelvis fractures on SS2. Although this procedure does not allow assessment of interrater agreement, it does reflect the reality of actual practice. The determination of whether new spine and pelvis fractures changed the abuse-related diagnosis was left up to the child abuse pediatrician involved in the study at each center. A structured method for this determination might have yielded different results. This study was limited to children ,24 months old. A recent study of SS1 found a higher incidence of spine fractures in children .24 months old than in children ,24 months old 28 ; thus, our results may not be freely generalized as to age. Finally, SS2 were obtained in only 27.2% of our eligible subjects. This low rate of follow-up could potentially create a selection bias in either direction. We see this as a theoretical limitation because we can think of no clear reason why or find any data to indicate that subjects would be more or less likely to be lost to follow-up based on spine and pelvis fractures.
CONCLUSIONS
This study confirmed our hypothesis that there is no clinically significant difference in the results of a limited view SS2 protocol versus a traditional SS2 protocol for radiographic evaluation of suspected physical abuse. It also confirms the utility of SS2 as a routine part of the evaluation of possible physical abuse in children. We recommend that the AAP and the ACR review the available data and consider revising their recommendations for SS2 in the direction of the limited view SS2 protocol. This approach seems advantageous given the radiation-sensitive areas included in the spine and pelvis views of the skeletal survey, and supportive of attainment of both thorough and completemedical evaluation, documentation of all injuries, and the ALARA concept.
